
Rustic decoration from bark slices
Instructions No. 659
Decorations in the Nature-look are totally in. The large rustic bark slices are wonderfully suitable for decoration with different
techniques.

Here's how it works  

For the variant with Napkin technique cut the motifs to fit the bark slices and stick on the printed paper layer with Napkin
varnish After drying, you can cut back the remaining Paper if necessary. A nice combination is the Pearl-Pen with which you
can trace individual areas or emphasize them with shimmering beads.

Alternatively, you can stamp the slices of bark and add the tendrils with the Pearl-Pen or trace with the fine tip of the firing
station . Now wipe stamping ink with a paper towel or directly with the Ink Pads via the Wooden discs and balls as well as
the designed bark discs and cover all wooden parts with two layers Napkin varnish. Then drill a hole each into the bark discs
at the top and bottom.

For the suspension of each bark disc, make a tassel from Jute yarn and thread various Wooden balls and discs on it.
Afterwards only still through the holes in the bark disks thread and finished is a beautiful decoration in the Nature-Look.

Must Have



Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

580113 Branding set 1

542708-05 Staz-On Stamp padNougat 1

460033-01 Jute yarn, 3.5 mm, 280 mNature 1

760423 VBS Wooden discs/wheels, Ø 30 x 8 mm, 4 pieces 1

722018 VBS Napkin varnish "Glossy"100 ml 1

304672-08 VBS Pearl Pen, 28 mlSilver 1

120340 VBS Napkin brush/Decoupage brush 1

330350 VBS Painting sponges, 3 pieces 1

970358 Set of hand drills, 3 pcs. 1

970373 VBS Handicraft scissors "Pointed" 1

VBS Bark discs "Oval"

4,99 €
5,99 €

 Item
details

Quantity:

1

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/vbs-bark-discs-oval-a23848/
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